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sOcial STUFF
EURO TOUR

ALWAYS THE JOURNEY

NEVER THE DESTINATION

And what a journey we had! I wrote this with my head
with vivid images, breath-taking moments, extraor filled
tastes and literally out-of-this world experiences. dinary
difficult to highlight the highlights, as there was a longIt is
of overwhelming moments: We set foot in the Colosse list
um in
Rome, we stood underneath Juliet’s balcony in Verona,
walked in the grounds of Buckingham Palace and we we
swam
in the Adriatic Sea at Lido Di Jesolo. We experienced incredib
le
views from the Eiffel tower, Mount Blanc in Chamonix
and the
London Eye. We travelled on the tube, sped on the Eurosta
r,
lazed on gondolas and went on exhilarating rides
at Euro
Disney.

eum

Coloss

Trying transport in Lido de Jesolo

We tasted Turkish Delight, devoured unhealthy amount
s of
Gelato, authentic Italian cuisine and ate copious
of personalized M&M’s in London. We shopped in amounts
explored markets and rested our weary feet on the Harrods,
Spanish
Steps. We came back with hearts full of memories, never
forgotten. Our gratitude and thanks go to Mr and Mrs to be
who meticulously planned and responsibly guided all Marais,
of us on
such an awe-inspiring tour, despite the excruciating heat
wave!
- Danielle Joubert. Gr 11
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k-out round, followed by
The competition started with a knoc
cheering conductresses and
semi-finals and then Finals. Themore tense and exciting.
audience made the finals all the
is the longest river in the
Questions ranged from “What bone in the human body?’
test
shor
the
is
t
‘Wha
to
world?”
e event was that it was not
The best part about this Inter housthat was there was happy,
compulsory, therefore everyonebeautiful, silver, world globe
pumped and excited to win a
trophy for their house.
‘most
Sewell holds the title of won
knowledgeable house’ and
the trophy this year but next year
it might be your house. You will
never know unless you sign up and
Go
fight for this coveted trophy. and
Eunice – we know you are smart er!
definitely smarter than a 5th Grad
-Alanna Kleingeld, Gr 10 and
Alanis Alvarez Aranda, Gr 11
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Abigail de Klerk

TEACHERS

INTERVIEW WITH

How long have you been a
teacher? This is my first year of
teaching, so to be exact: 8 months.

1.

2.

What made you decide to
start teaching? I see teaching
as a platform to equip teenagers
with the necessary skills to be
prepared for life after high school.
To be a positive role model for
the girls is something that I strive
towards, and it definitely keeps on
challenging me every single day.

3. Have you taught at any? other
No, I

schools besides Eunice
have only substituted at other
schools for a short period of time.

Miss Pretorius

teaches.” Being a teacher is more
than just teaching, you need to
inspire, be patient and be open for
learning new skills.

5.

Do you have any advice
for the ladies on studying for
the 4th term exams? Create a
productive environment when
you start studying. If you prefer
silence, make sure you have a
silent area in which you can study.
If you prefer music while studying,
download a playlist that enhances
your ability to concentrate. “Failing
to plan is planning to fail.” Set up
a timetable prior to the exam
to plan your time management
during the exam. Make sure that
you include enough time to study,
relax and revise. Set realistic goals
and celebrate small victories.

for
4. What advice do youtohave
pursue 6. Is there anything you would
girls who would like
to know?
teaching as a career? A quote by
Karl Menninger sums it all up for
me: “What a teacher is, is more
important than what she

like the Eunice ladies
Did you know? Listening to
classical music while studying,
helps you to stay focused and it
also elevates your mood.

INTERVIEW WITH

Miss Snyman- Abigail de Klerk
1. How long have you been a teacher?myI

like to believe that I've been a teacher
whole life. Professionally, in my career, I have
only been a teacher for 8 whole months,
since I started in January.
2. What made you decide to start teaching in
the first place? God.
I never made a conscious decision to be a teacher. I was born a teacher.
God made that decision for me, and I will always try my best to walk the
path that He has laid out for me. It never seems to fail.
I am abundantly blessed, and truly believe that I will continuously be
blessed when I walk with God by my side. He will show you the way, He
will show you where to go and who to become. Be patient, it happens
in His perfect time.
Eunice?
3. Have you taught at any other schools besides
I had the honour of being a student teacher at Grey College, Brebner
student teacher is
a
being
although
School,
High
High School and Point
nothing compared to being a "real-life-teacher".
compare any of these
4. How do we compare to them? One cannot
schools, as they are simply worlds apart. With that being said, I cannot
say that I have preference of one over the other.
Although, I can say that in just a short time, the ladies in green have
convinced me that Eunice is the place to be!
, what would
5. If you could change one thing about theascurriculum
a
it be? Change is hardly ever just one thing, there will always be
domino effect.
Firstly, I would start introducing difficult subject aspects at a much
earlier age. As times have changed, our minds have changed, and so
younger minds can grasp much more complex matters than in the past.

to
I would also integrate more subjects with one another, in order
develop interdisciplinary minds, that not only specialize in one subject.
would like to pursue
6. What advice do you have for girls who
teaching as a career? If you're not willing to walk an extra two, three
or even four miles, don't do it. There are too many people studying
and
Education, who do not want to; but because they were accepted
had no other goals or choices they went along with it.
When an accountant hates his job, only he suffers. When an educator
hates his job, the country's future suffers.

You have to want to be a teacher!

7. Do you have any advice for ladies studying for the 4th term
exams?

TIPS

ON HOW I SURVIVED MY
NOVEMBER EXAMS

Drink a lot of water.
Breathe. Breathe a lot.
When you decide to study,
focus on what's in front of you,
not on anything else.
Find a method that works for
you. You actually have to like
the way you study.
Have fun. Your brain shuts 		
down with boredom, so do a
little extra effort, and entertain
your brain whilst studying.
Dancing to my subject matter
helped me.
Eat fish. It's good for the brain.

When it feels like you are
hitting a blank in the test, take
30 seconds. Bring yourself back
to where you are; feel the chair
beneath you, the touch of your
paper, the feeling of the pen,
and breathe. Read the question
and try again.
ds.
Past papers are your best frien
There are only so many possible
hers
teac
questions that your
can ask, if you've answered
them all before, the possibility
of being able to do it again is
great.
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Studying doesn't start a day before the
exam, nor a week. Studying in the 		
classroom. Listen, take notes and repeat it
to yourself. Repetition is key.

8. Is there anything you would like
the Eunice ladies to know? "We don't
see things as they are. We see things as we
are." This is a very personal quote to me, as it
grasps the essence of human nature. One will never truly be able to
comprehend another person's being, as it will always be influenced
by our own.
Therefore, don't try to put yourself in another's
shoes because you will never be able to
walk in them. Rather envision yourself
Just a fun fact:
walking beside this person, towards the
When you
same destination, only then can we see
laugh at your
the obstacles they do. The next step is
own jokes, at
to find a way to assist them in bettering
least someone
their journey.
will be
Always remember: Anger is always a
secondary emotion, which means you
had another emotion before you got angry.
Usually the answer to your problem, lies in
identifying that primary emotion.
In most cases you might just think someone is angry with you, but in
reality, they but in reality, you’re just frustrated with them.
Never allow the inabilities of someone else to destroy your inner
peace. It's simple: some people are not capable of doing and being
certain things, so don't expect it from them. Rather embrace them for
the person they are in order for them to reach their highest possible
potential.

INTERVIEW WITH

Mrs de Wet - Miranda du Plooy

3. What is your favourite
memory with one of the
staff members? One of my
favourite memories with one
of the teachers was when we
travelled to Pretoria by train
2. How did you feel when you for the Pretoria Derby. I loved
arrived at Eunice and how do the conversations I shared
you feel about retiring? When with Mrs. Kok.
I first arrived at Eunice, I was
terrified because I couldn’t 4. What is your favourite
speak English. I have mixed memory with one of your
feelings now, as I’m leaving classes? I loved seeing
an entire lifestyle behind and the progress my consumer
studies’ learners made in their
starting with a new chapter.
practicals, from cooking the
dish to presenting it.

1. How long have you been
part of the Eunice family?
I’ve been a proud member of
the Eunice family for the past
31 years!

is special to me
5. Why is Eunice special to you? Eunice and learners. We
because everyone is like a family, both staff
experienced at any
support each other in a way that I haven’t
other school.
had at Eunice? My
6. What is the funniest moment you’ve a few teachers and
funniest memory was when I, along with station. Dr Paine
learners, were in the waiting hall at the train
seeing an old lady
was looking out for the train. I remember well as someone
with a blanket wrapped around herself, asht Dr Paine was the
with a chicken in a basket. Everyone thoug girls to board their
train announcer when he called the Eunice d up as well, with
train and all the other passengers jumpe )!
new life and excitement (it was already 11pm
e? I’ll miss the
7. What will you miss most about Eunic
daughters to me,
learners most – each one of you are like I get when I’m in
as I only have sons. I will miss all the hugs
the corridors.
8. What are you looking forward
to after you’ve left? I am
looking forward to having
some ‘me time’ and
completing all incomplete
projects at home.
It’ll definitely
be a new
adventure, but
I’m ready for it!
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Spring Glow, Bloom

Shine!

Spring has arrived

with the task
with its coat of many colours and we are issued
rful variety that
of dressing ourselves accordingly in the wonde
spring offers.

Elle
Here are a few colours which Vogue ad
ng:
spri
this
for
ds
tren
as
declare

urous colour. In Asia red represents
Red – a bold and adventfertility
but in Western Countries red

long life, good luck and
and allow the
symbolises communism, love and action. Be bold ality. Pantsperson
your
to
side
fiery
a
n
awake
colour
vibrant
with powerful
suits, dresses or blouses; you can never go wrong
red.
the perfect texture such as satin and
Yellow – paired with
belle of the ball.
sometimes even wool will surely make you the s that are both
Brighten up your wardrobe with pastel yellow, represent good
classy and according to the German culture
fortune and joy.
a with a drizzle of cream, go
Orange – Lemon Verben
is in fact an
for excellent day time looks. Although orange
indeed the new
Autumn colour, according to Vogue, orange is
or saffron
black. Sophisticated and highly underrated, orange
on people.
symbolises humility and has a welcoming effect

so will my wardrobe this
Green – My blood runs green and colour
of Indonesia. We on

spring. Green is known as the forbidden
h and new life. For
the other hand see green as a symbol of growt
green such as
bright
more
a
ce
this season, be inspired to embra
neon or elegant chiffon.
vividness and diversity
Colour blocking – embrace the
bright colours together. I

of Spring. when in doubt, mix all the
of Spring. The Ndebele
know that’s insane, but that is the point
the beauty of every
about
y
societ
teach
es
cultur
an
Mexic
or even
er.
togeth
come
y
niousl
harmo
colour and how they
As spring approaches with her fancy coat,
new wardrobe.
- Bohlale Malimane Grade 10

be sure to show off your

https://ww.fibre2fashion.com/industryarticle/6009/-red-the-trendsetter-color-offashion-industry-?amp=true
https://www.marieclaire.com>springfashion

MENTAL
STUFF
How have you BLOSSOMED
this year?

This year I have learned how to be more independent.
I have learned to be more responsible and have really
got more confidence. I am more comfortable in my
skin. - Huwet Aynalem, Gr 10
I really do think I've blossomed this year mainly
because of the people with whom I’ve associated
myself. - Rethabile Manoto, Gr 11
I have blossomed this in year in how I have
learnt more about myself. Challenges and eventsa
that I have experienced in 2019 have given me
better understanding of my strengths, weakness and
capabilities. Knowing myself better has enabled me
to unlock a new level of potential for myself and I have
e and
learnt to more appreciate who I am. I believe that self-lov
factors
understanding, hard-work, and ambition are important"Do your
that contribute to a person blossoming. Quote I live by: 11
best, and God will do the rest." - Serena Donachie, Gr
I have blossomed by learning to put myself first
and making my happiness my priority. - Katleho
Motsamai, Gr 11
Article - Oratile Leeuw, Gr 9

branding does nOt
define who you are!
in life:
The following labels are ‘crucial’ for you to be successful
Apple, Typo, Adidas and Nike… NOT!
as good
Trust me when I say that having an Apple device is just I stand
as having an Android product. Many will disagree but better
takes
by my word. The only difference is that Apple
durable
photographs but an Android product is definitely more to an
and you practically pay for everything when it comes es get
Apple product. Does it make sense that as Apple earphon
am sure
smaller they get more expensive? Honestly speaking, I
it would be more difficult to lose normal earphones.
So why do girls in our school ‘have’ to get Air Pods just
Two words. Peer Pressure...

to fit in.

tly a
As for Typo, I recently became aware that Typo is apparen
anyone
‘luxury brand’ and only the elite have these products. If a firstelse has Typo products they are stereotyped. I hadcase and
hand experience where I was holding my Typo pencil friends,
matching bottle and was approached by a few of my girls”.
one of them said and I quote, “Oh, so you’re one of those

explained
I asked her what she meant by that and she cts. I had
that only the popular girls have Typo produstereotype.
no idea that there was such a ridiculous is because their
The only reason I have anything from Typo l cases.
stationery is pretty and they have nice penci
not a “need” but a
Having brands such as Nike and Adidas are
just fine in protecting
mere “want”; in fact any sneakers will do
your feet from the ground.
s just to be a part
Don’t be peer-pressured into getting brand
don’t need to spend
of a group because the truth is that you
e should like you
hundreds of Rands just to feel accepted. Peopl
!
ssions
posse
your
not
and
are
you
for who
- Aadilah Khan, Gr 9
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Live Life colo-uEmrrfé Lucuas,llGry10
alternative medicine based
DEFINITION: a system of y projected coloured light.
ciall
espe
on the use of colour,
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SITIVE
COLOURS THAT BRING A PO
E
ENERGY TO YOUR LIF
ness. ...

YELLOW. This is the colour of the sun and happi
BLUE. The blue colour symbolizes confidence. ...

. ...

RED. Red colour symbolizes love, vitality, and trust

GREEN. Green colour represents nature, relaxes and
positively affects the concentration.

ty

PINK. This colour regulates femininity, fun and fertili

WHAT IS

Colour Therapy

- HISTORY?

The ancient Egyptians had used colour for cures and ailments.
They worshipped the sun, knowing that without light there can
be no life. They looked at nature and copied it in many aspects
of their lives.
The floors of their temples were often green - as the grass,
which grew alongside their river, The Nile. Blue was a very
important colour to the Egyptians too; the colour of the sky.
They would have different rooms with different colours. We
could perhaps relate our present methods of colour/light
therapy to this ancient practice.
Indian culture is known for its use of vibrant colours, and not
just for decorative purposes. Colours in India have connections
to religion and politics and incorporated into festivals and
celebrations. The use and interpretation of colour can vary by
region, because India is a large and diverse country.

to
Some INTERESTING FACTS relatedntri
es
Cou
t
eren
Diff
in
urs
Colo
t
Differen

GREEN: Nature, ecology,
environmental awareness, the
military, and the colour for traffic
YELLOW
lights. In Western cultures,
BLUE:
has some
green represents spring,
From
surprising
money,
freshness,
depression
meanings in other
inexperience,
to royalty to trust,
cultures. In France,
jealously, greed,
blue holds more
yellow
signifies jealously,
and Christmeanings than any other
betrayal, weakness, and
mas
colour around the world.
contradiction. For us yellow
symbolizes spring, fun, happiness,
vibrancy
ORANGE is a fun and edgy colour,
VIOLET: Royalty, wealth,
and represents curiosity, trying
power, exclusivity, and
RED:
new things, and creativity. In
fame. Mourning of the
The most
Japanese and Chinese
death of a loved one,
beautiful
cultures, orange signifies
like your husband.
colour, but yet
courage, happiness,
the most dangerous. love, and good health.
Fear and fire, wealth
Orange symbolizes
and power, blood, purity,
oranges,
fertility, seduction, love and
too!
beauty. Red is also the most
pleasing colour to wear on a date

What Your Favourite

Flower

SAY S ABO UT YOU R PE RS ON ALI

TY

Roses

You are deeply passionate and romantic. You
strive for perfection and love family, friends and
holidays. Your heart, rather than your head, leads
you, and you are a strong self-defender. The rose
is handled with care and respect, because it may
bruise easily.

Orchids

You’re classy and sophisticated. You bring out your
mysterious aura. You’re exotic and one of a kind.
You keep a small circle of friends close to you. First
impressions are important to you. If something is
“off”, you refuse to cooperate and withhold your
beauty.

Gardenia

You always travel, always! Mostly to places that
people can’t even spell. You’re fine with not going
to parties and love staying in watching movies.
You're unique, mysterious and an explorer.

Daffodils

Music and creative arts are probably your
favourite subjects. You're cool and steady. You are
exceptionally artistic. You get things done on time.
You are a very calm person. Your favourite app is
probably Spotify.

Tulips

You are easy people to please. You're sweet,
thoughtful, and sensitive and love your family and
friends. You radiate positivity. You flow wherever
the sunshine flows.

Lilies

You are a rare gem. People can rely on you and
you help people smile. You're loving, motherly and
kind towards other people. You are misunderstood,
often under appreciated. The lily stands tall and
reaches for the sun, in the hope they can share
strength and vitality.

Sunflowers

You are an optimist. You are so infectiously radiant
and give warmth. You always look at the positive
side of things. Nothing can ever keep you not living
your best life. You keep thriving and set positive
goals.

Daisies

When you wake up, you're full of energy. Nothing
can ever stop you or make you feel sad. You’re
very loyal and friends are important to you. You
are always smiling and infect people with your
radiance.

he alth
STUFF
TIPS TO HELP YOU
SPRING INTO SPRING!
1. DRINK UP

Our bodies are made of up to 70%
water! If you become dehydrated, it can zap
energy levels, slow down your metabolism,
and make you feel hungry.

2. EAT EMPOWERED

So many of us think of food in a negative way.
You can eat unhealthy, but not constantly. Do
not starve yourself or overeat.

3. LIVE CONSCIOUSLY

The environment that surrounds us can affect both
our mental and physical health. We can’t always control our
environment, but we can do small things like making a clutterfree and stress-free zone in our home. Think of one area in your
life that you can declutter.

4. LOVE MORE

Cuddling is a very effective way of reducing stress levels.
Love people, open up your heart. Love holds so much power.
Sometimes it is underestimated. Choose the right people to love.

5. NURTURE YOURSELF

Put the oxygen mask on yourself before helping others. We so
often forget to take the time to care for ourselves. The time
that you spend caring for yourself physically, can reap huge
mental and physical rewards.

6. SLEEP DEEP

When we sleep well, we become more energized, make
healthier food choices so you are less likely to become obese.
Find a good bed and sleep as long as you can, even if it means
sleeping in your school clothes to save time in the mornings.

7. STRESS LESS

We all experience a great deal more stress than we should.
Stress increases the level of the hormone, cortisol, in our
bodies, which in turn makes our bodies crave carbohydrates,
specifically high sugar carbohydrates, and stores fat around
the midsection. Find solutions to your stress problems and
always try to see the positive side to everything.

8. SWEAT OFTEN

When you exercise, you release endorphins,
which make you feel good and motivate
you to eat well. Sweat with meaning and
purpose.
- Emré Lucas, Gr 10
Source: Nutritiouslife.com

Understanding PMS

LIFESTYLE + HOME REMEDIES

SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS

Tension or anxiety • Depressed mood
Crying spells • Mood swings and irritability
Appetite changes and food cravings • Insomnia

TIPS

TO HELP REDUCE THE SYMPTOMS
OF PREMENSTRUAL SYNDROME:

MODIFY YOUR DIET:

e bloating

reduc
• Eat smaller, more-frequent meals to
fluid retention
• Limit salty foods to avoid bloating and
carbohydrates, such
lex
comp
in
high
are
that
foods
e
• Choos
as fruits, vegetables and whole grains

• Choose foods that are rich in calcium
• Avoid taking in caffeine

EASY EXERSICES

TO RELIEVE PERIOD CRAMPS

INCORPORATE
EXERCISE

into your regular
routine. Regular daily
exercise can help
to improve overall
health and alleviate
certain symptoms,
such as fatigue and a
depressed mood.

REDUCE STRESS

• Get a regular and

fixed sleeping
pattern
• Try yoga to relax and
relieve stress
- Danielle Landman,
Gr 10

https://www.coachyoga.org/

UTINE

MAKE YOUR BE AUTY RO

less trashy

Take it off: If you use a small mountain of cotton balls
every day to take off your makeup, consider switching to
washable, reusable cotton rounds. Regular cotton balls have
potentially harmful chemicals present, like dioxins produced in
the bleaching process.
Go vintage with your razor: If you shave, invest
in a safety razor the next time you run out of disposable plastic
ones. You can find a reusable, stainless steel razor which is
much more cost-effective and less wasteful. And yes, it works
just as well.
Minimize: Speaking of things you probably don’t need,
take a hard look at your makeup drawer. Do you really need
a primer, concealer, foundation, bronzer, and setting spray?
As a space-saving hack, try investing in double-duty products
like lip balms that can also be cheek stains, so as to simplify
your vanity.
Replace and recycle: The Environmental Working
Group maintains ratings of the toxicity of commercial beauty
products, many of which contain ingredients associated with a
risk of allergies, irritation, neurotoxicity, and cancer. But better
options do exist for makeup lovers. Use natural, paraben free
products from THE BODY SHOP – which not only make organic,
nontoxic products, but also use FSC-certified paper and entirely
recyclable packaging.

Shine bright: Store-bought

toothpaste contains ingredients that may
cause cancer or other adverse health
effects, such as lowered thyroid hormone
levels. The good news is, you can DIY
your own version. “The first thing that I
ever made myself was my toothpaste,
and it was made of baking soda, coconut
oil, peppermint essential oil, and stevia. I
still use that now,” says Teen Vogue Beauty
Consultant, Lauren Singer.

Brush up: To really shape up your dental hygiene
routine, replace your next toothbrush with one made of bamboo
(it is biodegradable.) The ones by Brush With Bamboo come in
compostable packaging and include instructions on the best way
to recycle it.
Come clean: Bar shampoos are a cool, efficient way to skip
the disposable bottle problem caused by most liquid shampoos.
But even liquid products can be waste-free if the container is
recyclable or reusable. Look for brands, like Lush, which will
recollect empty containers to upcycle.
Recycle: Disposable tampon applicators are one of the
biggest forms of ocean plastic pollution.” You could switch to
applicator-less tampons, or even better, invest in a menstrual
cup - they last for up to 10 years, producing far less waste than
disposable menstrual products.
Call for change: If you have a product that you’re not
willing to give up, contact the manufacturer. Consumer pressure
can make a difference. If brands hear that a consumer loves their
product, but can’t support the amount of waste it produces, they
might look into improving their practices. It’s worth a shot!
https://www.teenvogue.com/story/how-to-get-a-sustainable-eco-friendly-beauty-routine

FAMOUS
STUFF
Is it a bird...? Is it a plane...?

IT’S OUR SUPERMEN!

PLANET EARTH IS ON HER KNEES, BEGGING US TO HELP
HER. COURAGEOUSLY, SOME OF OUR BIGGEST HOLLYWOOD
NAMES HAVE VOLUNTEERED THEIR TIME AND FUNDS TO
HELP MOTHER NATURE.

LEONARDO DICAPRIO, known as our
beloved Jack Dawson from the ‘Titanic’,
and WILL SMITH, our President in the
movie ‘Annie’, have joined forces to
attend to the current needs of nature
- The Amazon Fires. These two heroes
have released trainers/takkies made
from all natural materials and they
call them “Tree Runners” and “Tree
Toppers”. Hundred percent of all sales
is transferred to DiCaprio’s Forest Fund.
Together they have contributed over $5
million to help save Planet Earth’s lungs.

“License to kill”, PIERCE BROSNAN,
a.k.a. James Bond, is a marine mammal
activist against whaling practices. In
2000, Mexico and Mitsubishi had plans
to build the largest salt works industry
around Laguna San Ignacio in California
- a World Heritage Site and grey whale
nursery. Brosnan immediately took action
signed
with the Natural Resources Defence Council (NRDC) and horrific
millions of petitions with President Obama, against the
idea of a salt factory.
s of
Cambridge, and Michelle Obama have shown us that ning our
clothing is a simple and cost effective way of maintai
per
resources. And no, it is not wearing garbage bags or newspa
a dress
articles or even a meat dress! It is simply re-wearing your
you have worn to a previous occasion. Don’t just throw
and new
clothes out because it is a new season with new trendsdazzling.
styles. Learn to adapt what you have into something different
You can simply do your hair in a different style or wear
accessories.
- Izilda Janse van Rensburg. Gr 11

BUT WHAT IS RECYCLING? Kate Middleton, the Duches
recycling

Remember... The power is in your hands.
https://www.google.co.za/amp/s/metro.co.uk/2019/09/04/
leonardo-dicaprio-and-will-smith-tean-up-to-save-amazonrainforest-with-trainers-10682516/amp/
https://www.google.co.za/amp/s/amp.scmp.com/lifestyle/
fashion-beauty/article/2146342/seven-celebrities-whodare-rewear-recycling-brings-touch

How to celebrate EARTH DAY every day

EVERY DAY
SAVE ENERGY BY
DOING A QUICK "ONEMINUTE SCAN" BEFORE
YOU LEAVE THE HOUSE:
ARE ALL LIGHTS
OFF? ARE THERE ANY
UNUSEDAPPLIANCES
YOU CANUNPLUG?
EVEN SMALLSTEPS
LIKE THIS MAKE A BIG
IMPACT OVER TIME.

EVERY MONTH
TAKE A WALK OUTSIDE BRING A GARBAGE
BAG ANDA NAPKIN OR
GLOVES WITHYOU. WHILE
WALKING, PICK
UP ANY TRASH YOU SEE
(WITH THE NAPKIN OR
WEARING GLOVES) AND
PLACE IT IN YOUR BAG.
WHEN YOUARRIVE HOME,
PUT ALL IN A TRASH
CAN OR RECYCLE BIN.
THE RANDOM ACTS OF

ONCE A WEEK
REDUCE POLLUTION ONE
DAY A WEEK: INSTE AD
OF DRIVING YOUR CAR,
WALK, BIKE, CARPOOL
OR TAKE PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION.
YOU'LL GET GREAT
EXERCISE AS WELL AS
KEEP YOUR CARBON
FOOTPRINT AS SMALL AS
POSSIBLE.

ONCE PER YEAR
CHOOSE A DAY EVERY
YEAR TO GATHER YOUR
FAMILY, FRIENDS, COWORKERS OR A GROUP
OF PEOPLE IN YOUR
NEIGHBORHOOD TO GIVE
BACK TO THE EARTH.
DO A SERVICE PROJECT
THAT FOCUSES ON
CONSERVATION RATHER
THAN CONSUMPTION.
KINDESS FOUNDATION

Teens

the environment

art/DIY
stuff

- Lisa Reblin Gr 11

RRR... Reduce, Reuse, Recycle!
FUN AND CREATIVE
WAYS TO UPCYCLE

“TRASH”

We must be the change we want to
see, yes, I know it is a cliché, but it is
the truth. So, if we have to take on this
responsibility, why not make it fun?
Here is one of many ways to upcycle
waste material:

PLASTIC BOTTLE PENCIL CASE:

Materials needed:
• Two plastic bottles of the same size
• One zipper (new or cut one out of an
old item of clothing and recycle it!)
• Scissors
• Super glue or a glue gun

Step 1: Collect your materials.
es
Step 2: Cut one of the bottl
cap.
10 cm from the top of the

Step 3: Cut the second bottle
10 cm from the bottom.

Step 4: Take the two bottom

pieces of the bottles and
measure your zipper so that it .
will wrap around the bottle once

Step 5: Apply glue to the
zipper.

es to
Step 6: Attach the bottl
.
the zipper one at a time

r and
Step 7: Close the zippe
e pencil
there’s it! A plastic bottl
case.

bae stuff

How to protect
1
2
3
4
5

your skin from
the sun

cloudy.
Use sunscreen every day, even if it’s
fill a shot glass) at least
to
ugh
(eno
creen
Apply plenty of suns
Also use a lip balm or
de.
outsi
going
e
befor
tes
minu
15 to 30
with a sun protection factor
creen
suns
ins
conta
that
ck
lipsti
(SPF) of at least 30.
that protects against
Choose a broad spectrum sunscreen
is water resistant and
it
sure
Make
tion.
radia
both UVA and UVB
s may help keep
creen
suns
r
Othe
r.
highe
or
30
of
has a SPF
they won’t protect against
but
,
urned
sunb
ng
getti
from
you
skin cancer.
s. If you are swimming or
Reapply sunscreen every two hour
hour.
every
sweating reapply
sand. These surfaces reflect
Be extra careful around water and h can increase your chance
whic
sun,
the
of
rays
ging
dama
the
of getting a sunburn.

n 10:00 AM
Limit the amount of time you’re in the sun betwee
most intense.
and 4:00 PM. This is when the sun's rays are the than you, the
shorter
is
Practice the shadow rule: if your shadow
find shade.
sun's rays are at their strongest, and you should
pants. Dark
long
and
shirt
eeved
long-sl
If possible, wear a
than white or
clothing with tightly woven fabric blocks more sun
look for clothes
loosely woven fabrics. For additional protection,
made with special sun-protective materials.
and ears and
Accessorize with a hat that shades your face, neck, have 99% to
a pair of sunglasses. Sunglasses with lenses that
for the eyes and
100% UV absorption provide optimal protection
the surrounding skin.
tions that may
Be even more cautious if you are taking medicainclude specific
make you more sensitive to the sun. These
gals, blood
types of antibiotics, anti-inflammatories, antifun
www.cancer.net/
pressure medications, and chemotherapies. Source:
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SKIN TONE
HOURS IN
THE SUN

1
2
3
4
5

VERY FAIR
Never tans
always burns

FAIR

Tans slowly,
burns easily

LIGHT

Usually
burns first

MEDIUM
Burns
minimally

DARK
Rarely
burns

RECYCLING
negative thoughts
When we recycle we are processing used
materials or waste into new products
to prevent from wasting resources.
The one area that this is not useful
is in recycling negative thoughts.
When we are recycling, we are
processing something that no
longer has use into something
we can use again. Therefore, we
are recycling negative thoughts
back into our thought process to
re-use.
The recycling of negative thoughts y
builds for us an inventory of negative energworks to
that serves no fruitful purpose. It merely pain and shame we
continue to keep us grounded in the fear,
are trying to step out of.
that we recycle.
We have a reservoir of negative thoughtswe go back to the
Every time something seems to go wrongmental waste again.
recycling pile and begin processing our the new product we
The problem with this type of recycling is
create only can serve us negatively.

lly
It is not easy to simply stop negative thinking, especia y
when the experience affected us so painfull
or we are going through something. To
stop the recycling process we have
to actually sit with these negative
thoughts and allow them to
reveal the message they are
attempting to bring forth.
Then we can fully consume
the product and there is
absolutely nothing left to
recycle. Meaning, we have
actually dealt with the thought,
learned from it, and then made
total peace with it. Once we do,
negative thoughts no longer have any
power over us and we can return to a state
of Joy with more knowledge of self.
Negative thinking is the number one reason we
miss out on living. We have at our disposal the
allow
opportunity to experience whatever we desire, but we us
our minds to stay rooted in negative thoughts that hold
back from experiencing our good.
to
When we can break the recycling process, we have begun
to live
take control or our own thinking so that we can begin . We
a new experience as we gain from the negative process s to
are now equipped to practice recycling positive thought
develop positive products to fuel our new experiences.

It is not an easy task to channel our thoughts. Self-mastery is
about nothing more than learning to process our thoughts and
become aware of what we are thinking so that we can keep our
minds free and open to absorb the good we desire to experience.
Our pains, hurts, sorrows and fears are there for a reason. They
provide us with valuable input, but they are not there to be
recycled over and over and over again to keep us grounded in
the fear of living.
As we begin to take control of our minds, we
create a stability upon which we are able to
tap into a reserve of POWER. This helps
“The primary cause
us still our minds so that we can sit and
of unhappiness is
contemplate the negative thoughts
nev
er the situation,
that are cycling through our minds
but
your thoughts
so that we can deal with them. We
about it. Be aware
are then able to stop the pain, and let
of the thoughts
go of the recycling process because
you are thinking.” Eckhart Tolle
we have chosen to face the thoughts
to
continue
sly
rather than unconsciou
future
for
over
and
over
them
recycle
consumption that hinders our desired
experiences.
https://drdivaphd.wordpress.com/2012/08/27/stop-recycling-stop-recyclingnegative-thoughts/

Why menstruation
is beautiful
Today is ‘Day 1’ of my cycle, the first
day of bleeding and I feel sore
and bruised both physically and
emotionally. I’ve cultivated quite a
negative attitude about anything
and everything imaginable, sat
distant, contemplating life while
staring at a wall, slouched round
the house in my comfy leggings
and an ill-fitting vest top, and been
irritated and impatient, because with
the dull pain everything today is hard.
I am in the early hours of the bleeding
phase and I feel like I am falling somehow. The
life has
familiar way by which I perceive my surroundings and it is not.
dropped away too. Life is all going along as normal, yet times
This ‘altered state’ has occurred in my life a few of other ill, on
before, sometimes at fairly ‘big’ moments – while being(where
hearing of the death of my nan, whilst falling off my bike arly
the seconds feel like hours), and upon waking from particul
isn’t.
vivid dreams… Life’s normal yet somehow intangibly, it

I WANT TO PASS ON TO YOU)
WHAT I HAVE LEARNED (AND with being in this state during
is that there is nothing wrong natural as the flowers the trees
menstruation, it is as normal and about it – WOW – Just WOW. Our
and the stars. And when you think and wonderful and amazing
bodies are fascinating and intricate
delicate balance of hormones
to undergo such a process. The most complex way (that only
the
in
ned
desig
all
g,
rising and fallin
or imagine), ultimately allowing
Mother Nature could ever dream life inside their bodies (Women
new
re
nurtu
and
e
creat
to
en
wom
this gift). And with the gift of
were once worshiped because ofs this gift of menstruation – of
possibility and growth also come
a temporary death.
the same every day – in fact
Women aren’t meant to be/feel en are cyclic beings and we are
nobody is. But menstruating wom reassuring monthly pattern.
cradled by our own comfortable andthe bigger cycle (of the bigger
Menstruation is just a small part ofnotice it more because it can’t
cycle of the bigger cycle). We just womb today – the dull aches
be ignored. And I cannot ignore my y like a big weight. In a way
are pretty intense and it feels heav . I get to be reminded each
I like the cramps and the heaviness
my wonderful womb lies, the
month exactly where in my body my body is functioning! And I
muscles are contracting, working, it has got to be worth asking
am not consciously doing any of it…Life? WOW.
‘How.” How did any of this happen?

WOW
WON DER OF WOM ANH OOD

What is crystal clear for me
(behind my temporary brain
fog) is that in my life I want
to spread the positive word
about Menstruation. Why?
Because menstruation is
a difficult time for many
women – cramping, nausea,
spots,
bloating,
aches,
tiredness, anxiety, fogginess,
memory loss, drifting off, feeling of
low, numb, raw. Then there’s the job and participate in sport.
living – I have to go to school, study all of that and enjoy the
And I want to help women cope with ted to think, be and act
whole ride! Women are generally expecthe month by society in
exactly the same as any other time of s, families, teachers
general (but more specifically their friend
pressure is what makes
and boyfriends). This expectation andand keep on pushing –
lses
impu
al
natur
the
fight
women
for is to be allowed to
when really what the body is asking
the problem is that
slow down and be listened to. Ultimatelyular state.
our society in no way supports this partic

r. In Afganistan women who
It’s not just our society eithep separately from the rest of
slee
to
are menstruating have
their periods in Kenya they
the family. When women have
walk near the livestock,
den,
s
goat
the
into
ed
are not allow
who are menstruating
en
wom
India
In
s.
food
in
or eat certa
because there is a belief that
s
cow
h
touc
to
ed
allow
not
are
There are myths that women
it will make the cow infertile. pickles go sour! All kinds of
who are menstruating make thesocieties gone mad – instead
crazy things that are born of giving her well-earned rest
of supporting the woman in is alienated from her society,
during hear menstruation, she or second best. This kind of
ostracised, made to feel uncleanpremenstrual anger….!
thing always gets me firing with
down
Even though I have felt low and that
today, I am still really gratefuls of
I don’t have to face those kind d
obstacles, and I am privilege
enough to live in a society
where I can have access to
the loveliest of cloth pads,
amazing books, and be
empowered enough to
create the time for myself
each month to really sit
down and get to know
myself during menstrual times.
time of the
Because of this I know that this
month has much to offer.
Source: https://themoonandthewomb.wordpress.com

BOOK NOOK
SCAVENGER HUNT
.1..GO!
Five,..4..3..2.people,
but only 40 legs!
32

Five minutes, 15 items, 8 teams,
Yes you have read correctly; 40 legs not 64. All teams’ wrists and
ankles were bound together with elastic bands. This made the
challenge to get the 15 items even greater, and of course, the
ultimate challenge was how well everyone knew their library. To
the surprise of the library assistants, the winning team found
12 of the 15 items. The participants of the team were none
other than Zani Thompson, Corlia Hugo, Elsje-Mari Maree and
Tasha Cronje. It was very amusing to watch and the girls found
it thrilling to participate. Autumn coloured mugs filled with
chocolate and snacks was well earned by the FAB 4!

BOOK REVIEW

GIRL, STOP APOLOGIZING
by Rachel Hollis:
Star rating:
A Shame-Free Plan for Embracing and
Achieving Your Goals.
“I believe we can change the world. But first, we’ve got to stop
living in fear of being judged for who we are.” Says Hollis
“I don’t think that a beautiful life happens unintentionally... I think
that you have to decide what kind of life you have”, quotes Ms
Hollis.
Rachel Hollis has seen it too often: women not living into their full
potential. They feel a tugging on their hearts for something more,
but they’re afraid of embarrassment, of falling short of perfection,
of not being enough.
In Girl, Stop Apologizing, #1 New York Times bestselling author
and founder of a multimillion-dollar media company, Rachel Hollis
sounds a wake-up call. She knows that many women have been
taught to define themselves in light of other people -whether as
wife, mother, daughter, or employee - instead of learning how to
own who they are and what they want. With a challenge to women
everywhere to stop talking themselves out of their dreams, Hollis
identifies the excuses to let go of, the behaviours to adopt, and the
skills to acquire on the path to growth, confidence, and believing
in yourself.
and reap…
ch your life, seek advice, read
Step into your library…. Enri

FILM REVIEW
SUFFRAGETTE

REVIEW – :
MOVIE MAGIClist
as a must see
Put this on your

Suffragette is a powerful drama about an
important time in the history of women's rights in Great Britain.
The story about a quiet laundress (Carey Mulligan) who joins a
group of militant "soldier suffragettes" in 1912 London. The
movie's messages about equality, standing up for what you
believe in, and speaking out against injustice are undeniably
important, but the idea that violence is the only effective means
to an end is tricky.

Positive Messages

This movie contains many important messages: Women deserve
equality; believing in something bigger than yourself can offer
hope and comfort when it seems like all is lost; friends take care
of you and stand up for you; and no matter how difficult it is, you
should speak out when you see injustice. Courage and integrity
are additional themes.

Positive Role Models & Representationsmother,

and
Maude is a hard worker, a loyal friend, a loving
ultimately a zealous feminist. The suffragettes are supportive
of each other and extremely passionate about their cause; their
dedication is admirable, but their methods include violence,
vandalism, and martyrdom.
Source: https://www.commonsensemedia.org/movie-reviews/suffragette.
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